The user as the axis of our system

Hospital organizations, due to their complexity, can be a difficult environment for the user. With this informative guide we want to provide you with the necessary basic information when it is attended in Outpatient Consultations.

Our objective is to be an accessible and close service and in this way get your highest satisfaction.

Through this booklet, we will try to solve the most common doubts, although we will always be at your disposal both in the information desks of the waiting rooms and in each of the consultations, to help you as much as possible.

In this section we will tell you how to request an appointment, how to prepare for the complementary tests and what to do before a surgical intervention.

If you have any doubt or question, please call us 951976669 951976670 Freeway A-7, Km. 187 29603 Marbella (Málaga) www.hcs.es
The doctor will explain what the intervention consists of, the benefits and the risks involved, and you will have to sign a document: The informed consent, which reflects what has been explained. By signing it accepts and authorizes everything related to its operation (it is an important document, without it, it cannot be intervened).

The informed consent, which reflects what has been explained. By signing it accepts and authorizes everything related to its operation (it is an important document, without it, it cannot be intervened).

From this moment on he will be included in the surgical waiting list, being notified for his intervention by telephone, by the Admission service of the Hospital.

One of the steps prior to the surgical intervention, is the realization of presurgical tests, which consists of:

2. X-ray of thorax.
3. Electrocardiogram.

They are performed under medical criteria and in non ambulatory surgery, and can be performed both in the Hospital and in your Health Center. The last step is the consultation of ANESTHESIA. In it, no tests are done so it is not necessary to come fasting. It is important that you bring the tests you have done in the health center, attach all documentation and reports you may have from other centers, provide the medication you are taking and indicate if you are allergic to drugs or other products.

Later, you will sign the ANESTHESIA CONSENT.